The most advanced countertop payment device, the VX 520 offers enhanced connectivity, unrivalled memory and unprecedented processing speed. Built with long-lasting components, flexible connectivity options and a brilliant backlit screen – all grounded by the time-tested stability of the VX platform. The VX 520 works harder, faster, longer. It’s all here.
PROVEN PERFORMANCE
• Runs on the advanced VX Evolution platform — powered by the time-tested Verix operating system with over 7 million devices delivered
• The industry’s fastest processor moves more transactions for greater profits
• PCI PED 2.0 approval keeps up with the most current PIN security standards
• Provides end-to-end encryption with VeriShield Protect, to maximize protection against fraud and misuse

NEXT GENERATION FEATURES
• Huge boost in memory of 160 MB standard to over 500 MB to support value-added applications such as loyalty and gift cards
• High-contrast, white backlit display and blue backlit keypad for high visibility in dim lighting
• Quick-release, transparent paper door designed to load paper quickly and efficiently
• Combines a compact, ergonomic design with a small footprint to optimize handover usage

PERFECT FOR SMALL BUSINESS
• Instant broadband connectivity for speedy transactions that won’t slow down your business
• GPRS connectivity option provides portable flexibility — only a power source is required when using wireless connectivity
• The latest, most reliable advances in security for maximum protection

ROBUST PERFORMANCE
• Runs on the advanced VX Evolution platform — powered by the time-tested Verix operating system with over 7 million devices delivered
• The industry’s fastest processor moves more transactions for greater profits
• PCI PED 2.0 approval keeps up with the most current PIN security standards
• Provides end-to-end encryption with VeriShield Protect, to maximize protection against fraud and misuse

Huge boost in memory of 160 MB standard to over 500 MB to support value-added applications such as loyalty and gift cards
• High-contrast, white backlit display and blue backlit keypad for high visibility in dim lighting
• Quick-release, transparent paper door designed to load paper quickly and efficiently
• Combines a compact, ergonomic design with a small footprint to optimize handover usage
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